
Understand Teaching Data
with Explorance + Interfolio 
INTEGRATE COURSE EVALUATION INSIGHTS INTO FACULTY ACTIVITY REPORTING

Instruction is central to what your faculty do. 
Bring course evaluation insights from Blue directly into Interfolio Activity Reporting — and use it 
for accreditation, faculty development and formal reviews, institutional research, and more.

www.interfolio.com

team@interfolio.com

Used by hundreds of academic institutions 
around the world, Blue is the Student Experience 
Management platform that brings feedback to the 
heart of the story.

Through a fully automated course evaluation 
process, Blue adds value to any institution by 
reducing the time needed to prepare, send, 
analyze, and produce reports on evaluations—so 
that they can focus on improving learning and 
student success. 

A complete platform, Blue enables institutions to 
assess needs, expectations, skills, knowledge, and 
competencies.

By seamlessly integrating with any IT system 
(SIS, ERP, LMS, HRIS, CRM, etc.), Blue gives 
administrators flexibility, personalization, and 
control when gathering student feedback.

Learn more at www.explorance.com 

Interfolio Activity Reporting is the ideal tool for 
managing data on the work of university faculty—
especially for accreditation, academic reviews, 
and institutional research. Activity Reporting is 
part of the groundbreaking Interfolio Faculty 
Information System.

Pulling in data from a wide range of sources, and 
validating it via the individual faculty member, 
Interfolio captures publications, grants, patents, 
courses taught, performances, committee service, 
and all other academic professional activities.

Interfolio accommodates nearly every academic 
discipline, activity type, and faculty rank.

Over 300 academic institutions currently use 
Interfolio to manage their faculty data.

Learn more at www.interfolio.com 
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Academic institutions using both Blue and Interfolio Activity Reporting will be able to:
• Capture the student voice—and compile responses into insights—via Blue

• Pull up rich analytics and course evaluation data stored in Blue from within the Interfolio 
Activity Reporting environment

• Clearly display, through the Interfolio homepage, any faculty member’s current tasks related 
to the feedback gathering process though Blue

• Make longitudinal data on course evaluations transparent to faculty members

Access Blue within Interfolio 
Activity Reporting
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